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LongLegs™
Tripod Gimbal System

LongLegs™ Tripod Gimbal System shown with
60-ft (19M) carbon fiber telescoping pole in
counterbalanced self-righting vertical position.

For use with very long TeleScoping Pole with Counterweights as
listed online http://www.GeoDataSys.com/gimbal.htm
Contents:
(1) Gimbal Mount (assembled)
(3) Steel Points for Leg tips
(3) 5/16x18 x1.5” Knobs for Tripod legs
(3) 20-ft Tripod Legs (5-segments each)
(2) Adjustable Leg tips (short)
(1) Adjustable Leg tip (long)
Assembly:
1. Unpack all parts listed above. Inspect for damage.
2. Remove RED caps from Adjustable Leg tips; screw Steel
Points onto 5/8 x 11 threads on Leg Tips.
3. Insert a 20-ft Tripod Leg into each Adjustable Leg tip; lock
Tripod Leg button into bottom hole of each Leg tip.
4. Lay out Gimbal Mount with Tri-Lobe Knob on main barrel
down as shown in picture above. Fasten Tripod Leg with
long Adjustable Leg tip to Gimbal Leg Mount at top as laid
out using 5/16x18 x1.50” Knob. Leave Knob loose enough
to let leg fold down.
5. Fasten other two Tripod Legs to other Gimbal Leg Mounts.
Leave Knobs loose enough to let legs fold down together.

Gimbal Mount

Adjustable Leg tips
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Tripod Utilization:
1. Setup Tripod on ground, Legs spaced apart so that
Knobs can be tightened and locked. Each leg locks at
exactly a 60 degree angle.
2. Extend and lock bottom 2 or 3 segments of TeleScoping
Pole until 16-feet (5M) is extended. Turn Gimbal Mount to
line up both Tri-Lobed Knobs facing you. Rotate the Swivel
Ring in the Gimbal to receive Pole (Knob upwards). Insert
Pole into bottom of Swivel Ring. (figure 1)
figure 1

3. Pole mounts at position on 2nd or 3rd segment
(depending upon which pole is used) such that at full
height, 16-feet (5M) extends below the Gimbal. Secure
Pole in Ring using an allen wrench (hex key) in the (3) set
screws. Tighten firmly enough to hold Pole in Ring without
slippage.
4. Add Counterweights at Pole Base, tighten sufficient to
prevent them slipping off bottom at pole boot. (figure 2)
5. Stick steel point of Tripod Leg opposite Gimbal Tri-lobed
Knobs down into the ground. This will be the last leg
extended to full height.

figure 2

6. Extend other two legs out to full length, at a low angle
roughly horizontal, planting their steel points at positions for
full erection of Tripod. (figure 3)
7. Extend TeleScoping Pole to full length. Make any
adjustments to pole tip, tool or equipment. Adjust
counterweights for perfect balance or vertical use. Exact
position of Pole in Gimbal Swivel Ring may be adjusted for
perfect balance. Prepare to raise Tripod to full height.
(figure 4)

figure 3

figure 4
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8. Extend and raise up last Tripod Leg, adjusting
position of steel point at bottom of leg as Gimbal is
raised up into the air. (figure 5)
9. Monitor position of Pole and Counterweights as final
Tripod Leg is extended. (figure 6)
10. Pause, plant steel point into ground, and adjust
anything if needed.

figure 5

11. Fully extended, the three Tripod Legs should be
about equal distant from each other in a triangle
position, with the Gimbal Mount centered above them.
(figure 7)
12. Each Tripod Leg may be adjusted individually for
unlevel ground. Extend each Leg Base as needed. The
two shorter Legs adjust in 2.5” (6.5cm) increments. The
longer Leg adjusts in 5.0” (13cm) increments. (figure 8)

figure 6

13. Pole should be stable in the Gimbal Mount, either in
perfect balance at any angle (figure 9), or in the
self-righting vertical position with the counterweight at
the bottom of the pole about 1-foot (30cm) above the
ground (figure 10).

figure 7

Vertical
20LB Counterweight
figure 10

Perfect Balance
10LB Counterweight
figure 9

Adjustable Tripod Leg
figure 8
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View straight up pole in self-righting vertical mode, as seen from ground at counterweights.

To lower the Tripod Gimbal System, reverse all steps to set it up:
Start with the last Leg extended, and carefully lower it down. When the TeleScoping pole is within
reach, collapse it, remove tip payload if appropriate, then collapse remaining Tripod Legs, remove pole
counterweights. Remove TeleScoping Pole if desired (tripod system may be stored with pole installed).
Finally, loosen Tripod Legs on Gimbal Mount to unlock and fold them together. (figure 11)
Place entire Tripod Gimbal Pole System and accessories into (optional) carrying case.

figure 11
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